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Oeuvres poétiques

Pièces de théâtre
Ione, a Play with Music. Jamaica: University of the West Indies, 1957.
Journey, or a Comedy until the Last Minute. Trinidad: Department of Extra-Mural Studies, 1959.
Dream on Monkey Mountain, and Other Plays (The Sea at Dauphin; Ti-Jean and His Brothers; Malcochon, or the Six in the Rain; Dream on Monkey Mountain). New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1970.
Essais et écrits en prose


"The Figure of Crusoe." Lecture, 1965. In Robert D. Hamner, ed., *Critical Perspectives on Derek Walcott*.


"Leaving School." *London Magazine* 5.6 (1965); reprinted in Robert D. Hamner, ed., *Critical Perspectives on Derek Walcott*.

"Meanings." *Savacou* 2 (1970); reprinted in Robert D. Hamner, ed., *Critical Perspectives on Derek Walcott*.


Biographie / bibliographie / introduction

Baer, William, ed.. *Conversations with Derek Walcott*. Jackson, MS: University Press of Mississipi, 1996.
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Critique : Ouvrages spécifiques sur Derek Walcott


Sélection d'articles, d'essais et de chapitres dans des livres


---------------. "'Where Else to Row, but Backward?' Addressing Caribbean Futures through Re-visions of the Past." Ariel 30.1 (1999):
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Ismond, Patricia. "Walcott versus Brathwaite." Caribbean Quarterly 17. 3-4 (December 1971): 54-71. (reprinted in Hamner, D. Critical Perspectives on Derek Walcott.)


James, C.L.R. "Here's a Poet Who Sees the Real West Indies." (Review of In a Green Night). Sunday Guardian 6 May 1962, 5.

Jenkins, Lee M. "Hybrid Muse or Mulatto of Style: Contact zones of Postcoloniality." Contemporary Literature, 43. 3 (Autumn 2002): 575-85.


Ramke, Bin. "'Your words is English, is a different tree': On Derek Walcott." *Denver Quarterly* 23.2 (Fall 1988): 90-99.


**Ouvrages de théorie postcoloniale**


Et pour les questions de langue

**Internet**
Site de Hélène Goethals, Lyon 2, qui contient des liens vers d’autres sites:
http://perso.univ-lyon2.fr/~goethals/caribbean/walcott_links.html